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Polarity reversal protection   The power supply connections can be reversed without destroying the sensor. In combination with  
    the short-circuit protection, there is protection against total reversal.

Polarized    Visible light from the emitter of a retroreflective photoelectric sensor that is filtered so as to be pro- 
    jected in only one plane. The receiver of a polarized unit is filtered to accept only light that is reflected  
    perpendicular to the emitted light. Corner cube reflectors are required to properly rotate the emitted  
    light source.

Polarizing filters    When do you need them?
    A part of the emitter light in retroreflective systems is reflected directly back to the receiver from tar- 
    get objects with shiny surfaces, e. g. stainless steel, aluminum or tinplate. Simple Retroreflective  
    light sensors can therefore not reliably distinguish reflected light from the object and reflected light.  
    Erroneous readings therefore cannot be ruled out. For this reason, Balluff retroreflective light sensors  
    are alternatively equipped with polarizing filters, 0which, together with a Balluff reflector, an op- 
    tically activated prismatic mirror, form a selective barrier against the reflected light from the  
    object, but still allow the reflector light to occur.

    How do they work?
    Light consists of a wide variety of individual beams, which all 
    sinusoidally oscillate on their dispersal axes. Their oscillation levels,
    however, are independent of one another and can take on any 
    angle position desired (see image).
    If they meet a polarizing filter (fine line grid), then only the beams 
    oscillating parallel to the grid level are let through, and the vertically
    oscillating ones are entirely deleted. Of all the other oscillation
    planes, only the portion which consists of parallel components is 
    allowed to pass.

    To suppress mirror reflections
    Behind the filter, the light only oscillates parallel to the 
    polarization plane. For this light, an additional 90º rotated
    polarizing filter becomes an impassable barrier.
    With a 90º rotated polarizing filter in front of both the emitter 
    and receiver of a retroreflective system, you can therefore 
    prevent the reflected light of a reflecting target object from 
    falsely triggering the signal of the photo-receiver.

    For reliable detection of reflective target objects
    On the other hand, the light reflected from the triple mirror, with 
    its polarization plane rotated by 90º as described above, is 
    allowed to pass unhindered by this filter.
    The receiver of a retroreflective system is thereby fully shielded 
    even when a reflecting target object enters the beam, so that the 
    object is still reliably detected.

Polarized Retroreflective  A retroreflective system that can detect, in addition to normal opaque objects, the shiny objects that  
    fool a normal reflex sensor. This includes mirrors, metal straps, foils, metal boxes, cans, shrink-wrap  
    and Mylar tape.

Power Consumption  Maximum amount of power required to properly operate the device.
Power-Up Delay   A target is present in the sensing area when power is applied, the output state does not change. For   
    confidence, the delay must last longer than the duration of any start-up transient.
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